The Fokker-Planck equation and molecular-based grand friction tensor are derived for the problem of rotational and translational motions of a structured Brownian particle, including the presence of a structured wall. Using the method of multiple time scales, it is shown that the time independent, grand friction tensor for the Brownian particle includes, in a general way, terms that account for the fluid molecular mediated interactions with the wall. The resulting Fokker-Planck equation has important applications in processes involving site-specific adsorption of macromolecules, such as affinity chromotography, biological separations, and numerous cellular processes involving attachment of macromolecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
The motion of a small, Brownian particles near external surfaces is an extremely important problem in numerous scientific and engineering areas, including macromolecular separations, adsorption and ''trapping,'' as well as numerous biological processes, such as affinity chromotography and site specific attachment of macromolecules to cells.
For many of the processes mentioned above, both the orientational motions of the macromolecule and the translational motions are important. In general, translational and rotational motions of macromolecules are coupled and cannot be treated separately. In a previous study, we addressed the general problem of combined translational and rotational motions of macromolecules in solutions from the generalized Smoluchowski equation and the Brownian dynamics method. 1 In that study, the macromolecular diffusion tensor that describes the interactions of the solvent with the macromolecule was treated from the hydrodynamic point of view of a continuum solvent. For more complex macromolecular systems, such as biological systems, the particular chemistry or molecular details of the solvent and macromolecule must be retained. For example, in protein systems, ''bound'' water effects can alter the mobility from the Stokes-Einstein relation in a priori unknown ways. 2 In this paper, our aim is to develop a generalized Fokker-Planck equation for an arbitrarily-shaped, rigid ''structured'' Brownian particle ͑macromolecule͒ near a rigid ''structured'' wall that retains the molecular nature of the particle, wall, and surrounding solvent. As is already well-known from projection operator formalism ͑LRRD theory͒, 3 the molecular derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation leads to expressions of the Brownian particle friction tensor in terms of the force autocorrelation function. Numerous studies have shown how the force autocorrelation function can be determined in a general way from molecular dynamics. 4 As noted previously, 5 this leads to the possibility of a hybrid molecular-Brownian dynamics method for complex systems. In the hybrid simulation, molecular dynamics is performed at the beginning of each Brownian dynamics step in order to determine the friction tensor for a specified macromolecular configuration and intermolecular interaction potentials describing the solvent-macromolecular system.
We note that the Fokker-Planck equation and molecularbased friction tensor expressions including combined rotational and translational motion of single Brownian particle have been previously given by Condiff and Dahler, 6 Harris, 7 Nienhuis, 8 Chow, 9 and Mazo 10 in the absence of wall effects. In this study, we follow the multiple time scales perturbation method previously used by Cukier and Deutch 11 and Nienhuis 8 in the absence of wall effects, and Piasecki et al. 12 for two translating ͑nonrotating͒ Brownian particles. From the Fokker-Planck equation, the Smoluchowski equation applicable in the so-called ''diffusion limit,'' as well as Brownian dynamics methods, can be obtained straightforwardly. 13 We also indicate extensions of the theory to flexible macromolecules.
Here (r N ,p N ) refer to the position and momentum set of solvent particles (r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N ,p 1 , p 2 ,...,p N ). Also, ⍀ and P ⍀ are short-hand notations for the set of Euler angles (,,) and associated conjugate momenta ( P , P , P ) for the B-particle, respectively; it is to be understood that these are not vectors in the usual sense. Finally, (R,P) are the center of mass position and momentum of the B-particle.
For our system, assuming pairwise additivity of the interaction forces, the Hamiltonian or total energy can be expressed as
where u f f , u f p , and u p are the pair solvent-solvent, solvent-particle, and particle-wall molecular interaction potentials, respectively. Also, ā k is the location vector of the kth constituent of the B-particle in a frame of reference fixed with respect to the B-particle and with origin at the center of mass, R. The locator vectors ā k are constants and fix the particular structure of the B-particle; they are assumed known a priori. The functional dependencies shown for the interaction potentials u f p and u p can be seen as follows. We have that ͑Fig. 1͒
where a k is the locator vector with respect to the laboratory frame. Relative to the B-particle frame, we have
where S is the transformation matrix that relates the locator vector in the B-particle frame, ā k , to the laboratory or inertial frame, a k . S depends explicitly on the Euler angles, i.e., in component notation
where the transformation matrix is given by 14 ͓e i j ͔ϭ ͫ cos cos Ϫsin cos sin Ϫcos sin Ϫsin cos cos sin sin sin cos ϩcos cos sin Ϫsin sin ϩcos cos cos Ϫcos sin sin sin sin cos cos ͬ .
͑7͒
Because the particle is assumed rigid, the locator vectors, ā k , in the B-particle frame are constants. Thus, we can write that
A similar analysis applies to u p . Returning to the Hamiltonian, the total kinetic energy, T, can be expressed for this system as
where I j is the jth component of the principal moment of inertia tensor in the B-particle frame; thus, the j are taken to be the principal axes of the B-particle. Also, j (SS ) is the jth component of the angular velocity of the B-particle frame (S ) with respect to the laboratory frame (S); the notation here is due to Desloge. Substituting for T and carrying-out of the differentiation in Eqs. ͑13͒-͑15͒, then solving simultaneously for , , and in terms of P , P , and P , gives the total kinetic energy as
where
Note that the principal moments of inertia are constants for the rigid B-particle. Substituting Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ into the Hamiltonian, Eq. ͑3͒, and then substituting the Hamiltonian into Eq. ͑1͒ gives the required Liouville equation. Hence, the Liouville equation for the entire system, N fluid molecules plus particle, can be written as
where f (r N ,p N ,R,P,⍀,P ⍀ ,t) is the probability of finding N fluid molecules at (r N ,p N ) and a particle at (R,P,⍀,P ⍀ ), both at time t. L f and L p are the Liouville operators for the fluid molecules and particle, respectively,
In Eq. ͑3͒ above, we have used the short-hand notation
Explicitly, we have that
‫ץ‬T rot ‫ץ‬ P ϭ 1
‫ץ‬T rot ‫ץ‬ P ϭϪ 1
and
The angular derivatives of the rotational kinetic energy of the B-particle are also given explicitly by
ͫ sin 2 sin P h 3 ϩcos sin P P Ϫsin sin P ͒͑ Ϫsin h 3 Ϫcos sin P ͔͒,
͑29͒
Next, the following dimensionless ''scaled'' variables are introduced:
Note that t 0 ϭR 0 /(kT/m) 1/2 is a characteristic fluid molecule-Brownian particle interaction time; (kT/m) 1/2 is a characteristic molecular velocity and R 0 is a characteristic length scale for the interaction. Also note that f 0 is a characteristic value of the distribution, which can be taken to be unity without loss of generality.
Substituting the dimensionless variables into Eq. ͑18͒ gives
where N Kn Ϫ1 ϵR 0 /r 0 is the Knudsen number, R 0 is a characteristic Brownian particle length scale, r 0 is a characteristic length scale for fluid intermolecular interaction forces,
and ␥ϭ(m/M ) 1/2 is the square root of the mass of a molecule over that of the particle. The so-called Brownian particle behavior is obtained by considering the asymptotic behavior of Eq. ͑41͒ under the conditions ␥Ӷ1. For ease of notation, we will henceforth drop the asterisk notation; all quantities will be implicitly dimensionless unless otherwise indicated.
The Brownian particle probability distribution function is defined according to
In a general fashion, we can integrate Eq. ͑41͒ over the phase-space of the fluid molecules to obtain ‫ץ‬⌿ ‫ץ‬t
is a formal albeit unresolved result; to proceed further, we must resolve Eq. ͑46͒. Here we follow the multiple time scales method previously used by Cukier and Deutch 11 and Nienhuis 8 in the absence of wall effects, and Piasecki et al. 12 for two translating ͑nonrotating͒ Brownian particles.
For ␥Ӷ1, we consider the following multiple time scale expansions to the probability distribution functions:
where n ϭ␥ n t are the various time scales; 0 reflects the dynamics for small times ͓t O (t 0 )͔, 1 for somewhat larger times ͓t O (t 0 /␥)͔, etc. Note that each ⌿ (i) , in general, depends on all the i 's. In the multiple time scales method, the introduction of new independent time variables allows us to introduce ''new conditions'' on the solution behavior that need not have any physical basis. 12 Substituting Eq. ͑47͒ and Eq. ͑48͒ into Eq. ͑41͒ and Eq. ͑45͒,
gives the following set of relations on equating the coefficients of the successive powers of ␥:
etc. and
etc.
As given previously by Cukier and Deutch, 11 the solutions to Eqs. ͑52͒ and ͑49͒ are, respectively,
where Qϵ(R,P,⍀,P ⍀ ) and qϵ(r N ,p N ). Now, we introduce the following fluid molecule conditional distribution function:
The actual initial state for f can then be written in terms of the multiple time scales as For example, a common initial state in Brownian dynamics simulations is for the position and momentum of the particle to be known at time tϭ0, i.e., ⌿͑Q,0,0,0 ͒ϭ␦͑ QϪQ 0 ͒, ͑59͒
and for the fluid molecules to have established an equilibrium state in the potential field of the particle and, in our case, the wall, i.e., h͑q,0,0, . . . ;Q,0,0,0 ͒ϭh eq , ͑60͒
where h eq follows from the solution to
From Eq. ͑49͒, it is clear that the ''rapid relaxation'' of the fluid depends on the Knudsen number for any particular system with ␥ small. In this development, we will assume that the Knudsen number is always small enough such that the ''rapid relaxation'' assumption is valid. Some discussion on the effects of initial conditions will be given later, 15 however, we note that the general behavior of h (0) ϵ f (0) /⌿ (0) on the 0 time scale is given from Eqs. ͑49͒, ͑55͒, and ͑57͒ as We also choose
Now with the initial state given by Eq. ͑64͒, it follows from Eq. ͑56͒ that
where h eq is assumed not to depend on the given particle momentum at time tϭ0. ͓See Eqs. ͑79͒-͑82͒ below.͔ Introducing an equilibrium average force and torque exerted on the particle by the fluid
we obtain
͑71͒
Now, in the absence of wall effects, it is justifiable to assume that the equilibrium average force on the particle is zero.
However, a careful analysis shows that h eq depends not only on the potential between the fluid and particle, but also depends on the potential between the fluid and wall ͓see L f expression, Eq. ͑42͔͒. Therefore, in general, ͗F f ͘ eq 0 and ͗T f ͘ eq 0 in the presence of a wall.
Having determined L f (0) , we can solve Eq. ͑53͒, with the initial state Eq. ͑66͒, as
From this equation it is seen that ⌿ (1) grows unbounded with 0 ͑secular behavior͒ unless
͑73͒
The above equation describes the leading-order behavior of ⌿ (0) on the 1 time scale. Note that we also have upon eliminating secular behavior
In order to proceed further, we must determine the behavior of f (1) according to Eq. ͑50͒. In a general way, Eq. ͑50͒ can be integrated to give
where f (1) (q,Q,0, 1 , . . . )ϭ0. Using f (0) ϭh eq ⌿ (0) along with Eqs. ͑43͒ and ͑73͒ yields
Now we must specify the general functional form of h eq . For global equilibrium, h eq follows from the separable solution to L f h eq ϭ0, i.e.,
where H f is the dimensionless Hamiltonian for the fluid molecules in the presence of the particle and the wall, 
Other solutions to h (0) have also been conjectured based on local equilibrium conditions. 16 As pointed out by Mazo, 16 however, neither local equilibrium nor global equilibrium addresses the effects of the initial state as discussed previously. Our interest here is on the effects of a wall and we will assume global equilibrium on the 0 time scale to hold. Thus, we have from Eqs. ͑76͒, ͑81͒, and ͑82͒ that
Ϫ͗T f ͘ eq ͒ds.
͑83͒
Again, we note that terms such as
Now, following similar steps, we can integrate Eq. ͑54͒, with ⌿ (1) ϭ0 and ⌿ (2) (Q,0, 1 , . . . )ϭ0, then eliminate secular behavior to give ͑Appendix͒
and also then
where we have introduced
which represents the value of F f ͑or T f ) at some point in time, Ϫs, beginning with an initial value of F f (0) ͓or T f (0)͔ ͑see Appendix͒. Note, importantly, that the particle coordinates, Q, are to be kept fixed in evaluating the time integral in Eq. ͑84͒ according to the operator L f . Note that as given by Eq. ͑A2͒, F f (Ϫs) and T f (Ϫs) are subject to the same dynamical conditions as h (0) from Eq. ͑62͒, i.e., the rapid relaxation assumption with N Kn Ӷ1. Thus, with this consistently applied assumption the correlation functions must decay rapidly to their equilibrium values on the 0 time scale. Importantly, if the rapid relaxation assumption does not hold for F f (Ϫs) and T f (Ϫs), then it does not hold for h (0) either. 15 We can rewrite Eq. ͑84͒ in matrix notation as
where time-independent grand molecular friction tensor is given by
Equations ͑89͒-͑92͒ are new results that give the fluctuation-dissipation relation for the particle grand friction tensor in the presence of a wall. Note that these results only follow for N Kn Ӷ1, i.e., the rapid relaxation assumption, where the integrands of Eqs. ͑89͒-͑92͒ must decay rapidly on the 0 time scale. 17 It is to be understood that the matrices are short-hand notation, specifically, ‫‪P‬ץ/ץ͓‬ ‫‪P‬ץ/ץ‬ ⍀ ͔ ‫ץ/ץ͓‪Џ‬‬ P x ‫ץ/ץ‬ P y ‫ץ/ץ‬ P z ‫ץ/ץ‬ P ‫ץ/ץ‬ P ‫ץ/ץ‬ P ͔, ͑93͒
and, for example, the row one-column one component of TR is given by
͑95͒
In the absence of wall effects, we have the previously given results from Nienhuis
͑99͒
Note that because of the time reversal behavior of the ''microscopic'' equations, the force correlation functions are stationary, i.e.,
Summarizing, up to the 2 time scale, we have
ϭ⌿ (2) ϭ0, we finally obtain the Fokker-Planck ͑FP͒ equation for a particle near a wall as Actual molecular dynamics evaluations of the grand friction tensor for specified Brownian particle-surface configurations are beyond the scope of this study.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived the Fokker-Planck equation and the grand molecular friction tensor for a structured Brownian particle near a structured wall that includes the combined translation and rotational motions of the Brownian particle. Using the multiple time scales perturbation method, it was shown that the time-independent friction tensor is valid in the limit of small mass ratio of the fluid molecule to the particle and small Knudsen numbers that characterize the relaxation of the fluid. The presence of the wall leads to additional terms in the Fokker-Planck equation involving the equilibrium average force of the fluid on the particle in the vicinity of the wall. Both the equilibrium average force as well as the time-independent grand friction tensor can be computed for a given particle configuration using equilibrium molecular dynamics methods. These studies are under current investigation.
Finally, we mention a couple of different ways the theory can be extended to flexible macromolecules. In the first way, the Brownian particle may be treated as a ''pseudo-rigid'' body. This technique is well-known in molecular spectroscopy and involves expansions of the intermolecular interactions of the structured Brownian particle. 10 In the second method, the development given here can be straightforwardly extended to more than one Brownian particle. The Brownian particles can then represent the rigid macromolecular subunits as described previously. 
APPENDIX

Integrating
Eq. ͑54͒ with ⌿ (1) ϭ0 and ⌿ (2) (Q,0, 1 , . . . )ϭ0, gives
͑A1͒
The integral term is given explicitly by
Noting that F f and L f do not depend explicitly on time, we can rewrite the above equation as
‫ץ‬P ͪ ͮ .
͑A3͒
Interchanging the order of the time integrations gives 
͑A4͒
which represents the value of F f ͑or T f ) at some point in time, Ϫs, beginning with an initial value of F f (0) ͓or T f (0)͔ ͑see below͒. Note, importantly, that the particle coordinates, Q, are to be kept fixed in evaluating the time integral in Eq. ͑A4͒ according to the operator L f . To see Eq. ͑A5͒, we first note that
Also, F f depends implicitly on time through the fluid molecular phase-space variables q, i.e., by the chain rule
etc. Now, it can be seen that Eq. ͑A7͒ is simply a Taylor series expansion of F f (Ϫs) about F f (0), i.e., 
